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The Sunset Warrior by Eric Van Lustbader
Amidst ongoing strife within and between the Clans of warrior
cats, Brambleclaw is tempted by the dark plans of his father
and brother, and the meaning of Leafpool's ominous visions
become clear. Hawkfrost is the cat depicted in the center of
the original cover, with Leafpool.
Sunset Warrior Cycle | Eric Van Lustbader
The Sunset Warrior has ratings and 39 reviews. Alexandru said:
The title of the book mislead me. As someone pretty familiar
with van Lustbader's bo.
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Sunset (novel) - Wikipedia
Ronin called no man master. He was the finest swordsman of the
Freehold, as sharp and deadly as his blade. Yet as the ancient
city faltered, Ronin alone.
The Sunset Warrior | Eric Van Lustbader
The Sunset Warrior (the Sunset Warrior Cycle, Book 1) [Eric
Lustbader] on emavapoz.cf *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. The Beginning of a Legend.
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Ronin called no man master. He was the finest swordsman of the
Freehold, as sharp and deadly as his blade. Yet as the ancient
city faltered, Ronin alone.
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Among these subterranean samurai is Ronin, an unaffiliated
warrior who lives by his blade. Than return Warrior Sunset the
surface when it was safe. And the desperate search led Ronin
down into the very bowels of the earth, and up again, to the
barrier of Freehold, where the endless ice began.
Heistheauthorofmorethantwenty-fivebest-sellingnovels,includingThe
No one is allowed to go up above to the surface its against
there lawsin this new socitiy of the underground world. I
Warrior Sunset this by a recommendation of a late friend of
mine, over 20 years ago and still have fond memories.
BooksbyEricVanLustbader.Log in to get trip updates and message
other travelers.
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